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Design 
Portfolio



Art direction and social media deisgn

Art direction and social media graphic 
design for tem. renewable energy com-
pany. Hand drawn illustrations person-
alised to brand and subject, as well as 
brand assets for ongoing use.



Creative Assistant 

Creative assistant for production compa-
ny Luti Media. Graphic design and visual re-
search generating television quality visual 
treatments. Newly developing Ai word 
prompt imgagery for  development projects.

Our story begins in a world that is suffering from famine. The locals of  Calabar have both a 
blessing and a curse. They live beside The Great Forest that no one dares to venture deep into 
as they are scared of the gods that inhabit it. When the gods are angry, you can hear it in how 
the water moves, how the wind shakes the trees and howls through the night. 

Once a month the men assemble and sneak into the Forest to get whatever food resources they 
can muster from there whilst the women and children wait anxiously for their return. A secret 
pact had been struck in the thousands of years before allowing the humans peaceful entry into 
the Forest. In return, once every 500 years Atai will take a human soul to keep her own soul 
going and thus ensuring that peace remains.

20-year-old Amara wants to join the men in the Forest, she’s heard stories of the gods that 
lived there, but it’s not allowed in Calabar. It’s only  the men that venture in, this has always 
been the case and it won’t change now. It’s something that Chin, Amara’s mother always 
reminds her – her place is within the community. The Forest is full of creatures that “we need 
not concern ourselves with”, but yet Amara is drawn to it. Perhaps because her father,  Ade,  
had found her just outside of the dividing white line between gods and humans. There were 
rumours that she was a disowned child of a god, but so far those rumours have proven to be 
untrue Amara is beautiful but clumsy. She’s smart but makes terrible decisions that are based 
on impulse as opposed to a real thought process.





Studio 
Praxis
Final year Interior 

design presentation 

board design.



BARBI 
Bristol
Creative designer

Creative marketing campaign for 
BARBI Bristol, an independent 
food delivery service. The cam-
paign consisted of several large 
scale advertising designs  in and 
around Bristol.



Dom-
ino House
Second year Interior design presenta-

tion board design.



Civic 
Sculpture
Final year Interior design presenta-

tion board design.



Motto 
Estate
Music event poster design


